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Mike Johnston, Board President

Introduction:
•
•
•

•

Thanks for being here.
This meeting is open to Owners and interested community members.
Our purpose tonight is to report on the status of our recent Capital Campaign. We
intend for this presentation to reflect the facts as we know them and to do so in a
manner free from hype or emotion.
This report will be published on our web site within 48 hours.

Introduction of Co-op Board of Directors

•

All Board members are volunteers.

•

We (all Co-op Owners) have been working for many years to realize a vision for a fullservice, community owned grocery store.
• Some of you have been involved since the beginning. Others have joined along
the way. All were welcome.
• Most of you here have been involved with us in shaping that vision.
• Many of us have invested our money and time towards making that vision a
reality.

What is a Co-op?

•
•

•

A Cooperatives is a unique type of business - owned and democratically governed by its
members, the people who use its products or services or are employed by the business.
Most Co-op’s measure their success against a “triple bottom line”
• Profitability
• Sustainability
• Strong community - reinvestment
Co-ops are based on values
• Self-help
• Self-responsibility
• Democracy
• Equality
• Equity
• Solidarity
• Ethical values: Honesty, openness, social responsibility, caring for others

•
•

All Co-ops adhere to the seven Cooperative Principles. These guide our
operations, our organization and and our interactions.
We strive to be a sustainable business that also delivers significant social good.

Community Impact

•

This is a list of activities that we have been involved in or sponsored over the years. It is not
exhaustive. The list demonstrates the impact we have had on the community – the “social
good”.

Capital Campaign Status

•

In April, at our last Annual Meeting, we said we would spend 90 days working on a plan
to open the store.
• We anticipated positive results (the long curve)
• The Capital Campaign would run through end of July.
• Grant applications were pending.
• The FEAST event was being planned.
• Site alternatives would be explored.

The Campaign Model

•

The Campaign Model we have used was based on the premise that we would achieve
our vision by the time we opened the store.
• It assumed that we needed to raise all the necessary funding in advance.
• We estimated the total costs for the store at our current site at over $2M.
• The model estimated that approximately half of that amount would come from
local sources
• loans and donations from our Owners and other interested community
members

•
•

• grants from local foundations
• contributions from major local investors
• contribution from our landlord
Most of the other half would come from commercial loans
A small portion would come from other sources

•

The model assumed that once we secured the funding from local sources, we could
attract the commercial loans.
• With all the funding secured, we could move ahead to build out the store, hire a
General Manager and staff, stock the shelves and open the doors.

•

This model has been used successfully by many co-ops around the country.

•

We have tried it three times, in three different campaigns.
• Despite tremendous effort, it has not delivered the results we anticipated.

Campaign Results

•

For our most recent campaign we had an aggressive goal for local contributions - $750K.
• We set targets in three categories:
• Major investors - $300,000
• Institutions - $150,000
• Owners and Others - $300,000
• We did not meet those targets.

•

Campaign results are shown as of August 6. Commentary:
•
•
•
•

Amounts in the “Pledged” column have not been collected.
Major investors – the FEAST event was intended to deliver this category.
Institutions – Two grant proposals were declined. In both cases, we were
encouraged to apply again next year.
Owners and Others – we met just over 50% of the target.

•

Campaign Summary
• $209,334 – total collected and uncollected pledges.
• Expenses included:
• $12,300 for campaign materials and events
• $66,200 for consultant fees and our campaign manager
• Contingency pledges of $39,000. The contingencies were generally stated in one
of two ways:
• “When you hit your target, I’ll make my contribution”, or
• “When I see a plan for the Co-op to move forward, I’ll makde my
contribution”
• We will have follow-up conversations with each individual or group that made a
contingency pledge.

Current Financial Status

•
•

As of July 31, 2018, the Co-op had a cash balance of $103,848.
We will provide detailed financials at the open meetings later in August.

Looking Ahead

•

The Board has been considering options for moving forward. We have identified three
possibilities:
•
•
•

Continue with the current model. Start a new Capital Campaign.
Explore alternative paths.
Liquidate. Bankruptcy. Distribute the remaining assets and go out of business.

•

Option #1: Continue the Capital Campaign.
• This has been the default option in the past. Remain committed to the model.
Do nothing except fund raise.
• Based on the results of the most recent campaign, the Board does not see this as
a viable option. There are no indications that another campaign would be more
successful than those in the past.

•

Option #2: Go out of business. What it means:
• We would file bankruptcy and stop all activities.
• Our assets would be turned over to a trustee who would administer payments to
creditors.

•
•

•

The Columbus Food Co-op would cease to exist as a legal entity.
However, it ignores the positive signs we see:
• We continue to attract new Owners who share our vision.
• We hear the individual voices throughout the community saying “We
want to see this happen.”
• Our “Owners and Others” category was most successful.

Option #3: Choose an alternate path.
• Some people have been saying this for a while. We have evaluated two
alternatives:
• Buying club. Many Co-ops have used this as way to get started. We have
determined that it would not generate sufficient revenue to be worth the
investment of time and money required.
• Smaller store. Scale down from 6,000 square feet retail to 3,000 – 4,000
square feet. Buy reconditioned equipment. Use the skills of our owners
to build counters and display cases. We are still developing the detailed
cost estimates, but our initial estimate is that a smaller store could be
opened for about $800,000 (compared to $2M in our earlier model).

How We Will Decide

•

•

•

•

We turn to the Cooperative Principles, specifically
• Principle #2 – Democratic Member Control.
• Principle #3 – Member Economic Participation
As your elected representatives, the Board strives to act in the best interests of all our
owners.
• When we face important decisions, like this one, we often spend long hours in
discussion. We bring a diverse set of perspectives to any discussion.
• We consider what is right for the good of the Co-op. We consider the Co-op
principles and our values.
• In the majority of cases, we arrive at a unanimous decision.
Because the decision in front of us is so important, we want to ensure we have
• Provided information to our owners to make informed choices, and
• Heard the voices of our ownership
So we will spend the next few weeks soliciting your input.
• We will conduct open meetings on August 16 and 23 to answer questions and
solicit suggestions. (Meetings to be held at the store site.)
• We will conduct a survey on the two options through Thursday, 8/31. Each
owner household will be asked to indicate their preference and their level of
financial support.

•
•
•

Survey instructions will be published on the Co-op web site.
The Board will review the results of the referendum at its meeting on September
4.
The results of the survey and Board action will be announced on Wednesday,
September 5.

More Information

•
•
•

We will do a postal mailing to all owners, informing them of this process and inviting
their participation.
All other communication will be via email, social media and through posts on our web
site.
The meetings at the site will be “bring your own chair”.

